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ABSTIUiCT

The laser beam weldability of AZ31B magnesium alloy was examined with high power CWC02 and
pulsed Nd:YAG lasers. The low viscosity and surface tension of the melt pool make magnesium
more difficult to weld than steel. Welding parameters necessary to obtain good welds were
determined for both CW C02 and pulsed Nd:YAG lasers. The weldability of the magnesium alloy
was significantly better with the Nd:YAG laser. The cause of this improvement was attributed to the
higher absorption of the Nd:YAG beam. A lower threshold beam irradiance was required for
welding, and a more stable weldpool was obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Cast and wrought magnesium alloys have the potential to replace steel and aluminum alloys in
many structural or mechanical applications. They are strong, light-weight structural materials with
strengths comparable to strong aluminum alloys. With densities 36% less than aluminum and 78%
less than steel, magnesium alloys have excellent strength to weight ratios. Because of their hexagonal
close-packed (HCP) crystal structure, they exhibit limited ductility at room temperature, but are easily
extruded at elevated temperatures. Magnesium alloys also have excellent sound damping
capabilities [1].

Current magnesium alloy applications are in areas with a specific need for lightweight
components such as in some indusrial machinery and in aerospace equipment. The primary barrier
to the increased use of magnesium alloys is cost. Although the metal is widely available in seawater
(0.13%), magnesium costs up to 6 times as much as steel and as much as twice that of aluminum on a
mass basis [2]. The price differential is considerably less on a volume basis. The true production
cost of magnesium could be substantially reduced by increased demand driven by process research
and development.

AZ31B is an all-purpose wrought alloy with good strength and ductility. It has excellent arc
weldability but the process is slow and requires a filler material and post-weld heat treatments [1].
Surface preparation is crucial to obtaining sound welds. Arc welding of magnesium is too slow for
optimal mass production of automotive components. If sound welds can be produced using laser
beam welding, the above disadvantage could be overcome.

Laser beam welding has not been widely applied to magnesium alloys. Baeslack et al. laser
welded a high strength magnesium casting alloy (5 wt% Y, 2 wt% Nd) and had problems with heat
affected zone Iiquation cracking [3]. Chen et al. were able to obtain deep penetration welds in cast
magnesium (4.5 mm at 1 kw) with relatively low laser power [4]. Recently, Niemeyer et al. have laser
welded magnesium alloys (including AZ3lB) with Nd:YAG and C02 lasers [5]. They were able to
produce sound welds with minimal undercut using a CW Nd:YAG laser. The autogenous welds
exhibited little change in hardness but had only about one third the tensile ductility at room
temperature. Deep drawing the laser welded sheets was still possible at elevated temperatures.
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS IN RELATION TO THE
ELECTRICAL FIELD FOR ELECTROREFINING OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL

IN THE MARK-IV ELECTROREFINER

S. X. Li, T. Sofu, and R. A. Wigeland
Argonne National Laboratory

Idaho Falls, ID 83403

ABSTRACT

Experimental results from the pilot scale electrorefiner (Mark-IV
ER) treating spent nuclear fuel are reported in this article. The
electrorefting processes were carried out in a LiC1-KCl-UC13 electrolyte.

It has been noted that spool of molten cadmium below the electrolyte plays
an important role in the electrorefining operations. In addition, formations
of electrical shorting path between anode baskets and the electrorefiner
vessel were observed, which lessened the uranium dissolution process from
anode baskets, however appeared to improve the morphology of cathode
deposit. The FIDAP simulation code was used to calculate the electrical
potential field distributions and the potential gradient near the cathode. The
effect of the electrical shorting between anode baskets and electrorefiner
vessel on the morphology of cathode products is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is currently demonstrating an
electrometallurgical process for treatment of spent nuclear fiel from the Experimental
Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-11) (l). One of the key steps in the spent fiel treatment process
is electrorefining. The electrorefiner (Mark-IV ER) is located in the Fuel Conditioning
Facility (FCF) at the ANL-West site in Idaho.

Figure 1 shows the major internal and external components of the Mark-IV ER.
The ER vessel is made of stainless steel with the inside diameter of 100 cm. The vessel
contains a bottom layer of- 10 cm molten cadmium and a 32 cm top layer of molten
LiC1-KCl eutectic containing - 10 VVWO of UC13. The ER operating temperature is held at
450”C or 500”C. Figure 2 shows the relative positions of the four ports in the E~ labeled
A, B, C, and D. During an electrorefining process, PortB and/or PortD can be cotigured
as the anodes and PortA and/or PortC can be configured as the cathodes. The cadmium
pool can also be used as an electrode for electrorefting. Its polarity depends on its use as
either anode or cathode. There are two Ag/AgCl reference electrodes installed in the ER
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as shown in Figure 2. The voltage differences between the reference electrodes and the ER
vessel or each port can be measured during electrorefining processes.

The characteristics of the electrorefining processes at the Mark-IV ER include pilot
scale, large batch size, irradiated fuel, high temperature, and remote operations.

The spent driver fhel consists of uranium, zirconium, bond sodium, and fission
products. The primary purpose of the electrorefining is to separate uranium from other
fiel components. For this purpose, the fuel elements with cladding are chopped into
segments of- 0.635 cm in length and placed in fuel dissolution baskets (FDBs). The FDBs
are made of stainless steel. During an electroreftig, the FDBs filled with fuel segments
can be the anode and a steel mandrel can be the cathode. First in the process, the bond
sodium and active metal fission products will chemically react and displace UC13fkom the

molten salt. Uranium will then be electrochemically dissolved from the fiel segments and
deposit onto the cathode. Zirconium and noble metal fission products are ideally retained
in the cladding hulls.

There are two types of outputs after electrorefining the spent nuclear fhel, cladding
hulls, with most of zirconium and noble metal fission products retained, and cathode
products made of uranium metal. This article summarizes experimental results obtained
during the electroreftig of the spent nuclear fuel in the Mark-IV ER. The analyses focus
on the cathodic processes, which include uranium recovery efficiency, current efficiency,
pulsating current effects, and the impact of electrical potential field distributions on
morphology of the cathode products. The electrical potential field distributions calculated
by numerical simulations are used in interpreting the experimental results. The experience
with anodic processes is published in a separate article (2).

2. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

2.1. The (MUUUID Pool --TV ER
. .

2.1.1 The Cadnuum POO1as Wmum colk@QI
. .

. Two kinds of transport modes can be
configured in the Mark-IV ER to deposit uranium onto a cathode mandrel. One is called
direct’transport, during which the anode is chopped fuel segments in fuel dissolution baskets
and the cathode is a steel mandrel. Another is called deposition, during which the anode is
the cadmium pool with dissolved uranium and the cathode is a steel mandrel.

Considerable experience gained during electrolytic deposition of metals from
molten salt shows that cathodic deposits have a basically dendritic or powdery structure.
The dendritic deposits have been observed by several investigators during the
electrorefming of uranium (3,4). Therefore, one of the major purpose to keep a cadmium
layer in the Mark-IV ER is to collect the uranium dendrites dropped during electrorefinings.
Uranium debris may result from side or bottom scrapers shaping the excess materials off



as the deposit grows or the loose dendritic deposit falling off by itself. The dropped uranium
will dissolve in the cadmium pool and can be recovered by a deposition process.

2.1.2. ~001 ~ect Tr- pr~c~
. . . .

When performing direct transport operations in the Mark-IV ER, a dc current is applied
between an anode (FDBs) and a cathode (steel mandrel). Since both anode and cathode are
in the salt phase, it looks as if the current distribution would be only in the salt phase during
a direct transport and the cadmium pool would not be involved. However, it has been
noticed that the voltage readings between reference electrodes and the ER vessel changed
dramatically during direct transport operations. Figure 3 gives an example of how the
voltage readings between the reference electrodes and ER vessel vary as the applied current
varies during a direct transport process.

The voltage readings measured between the reference electrodes and the ER vessel
represent voltage changes at the salticadmium interface. Variations in these voltages
indicate that there must be electrochemical reactions taking place at the salticadmium
intetiace during the direct transport process. In order to interpret the reference electrode
readings shown in Figure 3, a conceptual model was developed for a direct transport process
in the ER. A schematic of the model is given in Figure 4.

According to the model shown in Figure 4, a portion of applied external current
will pass through the cadmium pool during a direct transport process because the resistivity

of the molten salt at 500°C is 1.8x 108 times the resistivity of liquid cadmium (5,6). The
current passing through the cadmium pool results in reduction reactions at the salt/cadmium
interface close to the anode baskets and oxidation reactions at salt/cadmium interface close
to the cathode mandrel. The cadmium pool performs as an intermediate electrode during

3+= U(Cd), is useddirect transport processes in the Mark-IV ER. The redox reaction, U
as an example in Figure 4. Other redox reactions can take place at the interface as well
depending on chemical compositions at the intefiace and magnitude the of external current
applied.

The plot of reference electrode voltage readings during the Cathode No. 29 run
(Figure 3) gives a good example to veri~ the proposed model. For reference electrode A,
which was close to the anode, Figure 3 shows the voltage readings decreased once the direct

transport process was started. This is an indication that U3+ was reduced to uranium metal
and dissolved into cadmium at the salticadmium interface close to the anode basket. The
voltage readings of reference electrode B, which was close to the cathode, gradually
increased from the start of the direct transport process. The voltage reached an apex value
of-0.95 V afler -14 hours, and then gradually decreased. The variations in voltage readings
of the reference electrode B can also be explained by the proposed model. At the start of
the direct transport process, the surface area at the anode was much larger than that at the
cathode. Therefore, the current density passing through salticadmium interface close to the
cathode (Figure 4) was much higher than that passing through the interface close to the
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anode. The uranium in cadmium solution close to the cathode was depleting, which caused
the voltage reading of reference electrode B to increase. As the direct transport process
continued, the cathode surface area gradually increased and the current density passing
through the interface close to the cathode gradually decreased. The rate of uranium
depleting from the cadmium pool decreased. This combined effect results in the reference
electrode voltage reaching its apex at- 14 hours as previously mentioned.

The electrical potential field calculations for direct transports in the Mark-IV ER
have been carried out by using FIDAP simulation code. The simulation results confirm that
the cadmium pool acts as an intermediate electrode during a direct transport. The potential
of the cadmium pool is lower than that of the anode but higher than that of the cathode (7).
A comparable result has also been reported by T. Kobayashi et al. (8). By numerically
simulating the electrochemical processes in a new EK which has a nonconductive ceramic
partition between the anode and cathode salt regions, they concluded that since the two salt
regions are electrically connected via a Cd pool at the bottom, the Cd pool acts as an
intermediate electrode between the anode and the cathode.

2.1.3. Decretie in Ca~L The Mark-IV ER was loaded with 431 kg of
cadmium in December 1994. The measured cadmium level after the loading was 9.86 cm.
It has been observed since then that the cachnium level has gradually decreased. Figure 5
shows the measured cadmium level from January 1995 to November 1997. Simulated
cadmium level data are also given in the figure for comparison. The simulation was cdrried
out using thermodynamic equilibriums. It can be seen in Figure 5 that although the
measured values fluctuate, they are significantly lower than the predicted values by
simulation.

It is believed that the decrease in cadmium level is mainly due to the high vapor
pressure and high vaporization rate of cadmium at the ER operational temperature of 500”C
(9), and to the relatively cool temperatures above the molten salt. Cadmium vapor can
migrate through the salt phase and deposit on the metal surfaces in the ER cover gas space.
A reduction in the ER operating temperature, from 500”C to 450”C in September 1.996,
and the installation of a cadmium vapor trap in April 1997 attempted to mitigate the vapor
deposition problem. However, as of the measurement in November 1997, the cadmium
level in the Mark-IV ER continued to drop (Figure 5).

2.1.4. LQWCadnuum level ~de B~
. . . . .

RR Vessd. The decrease in the cadmium level has caused an unexpected problem for the
ER operations, an electrical shorting between anode baskets and ER vessel hardware.
Figure 6 shows schematically how the electrical shorting developed. As indicated in Figure
6, there is a metal ring beneath each port in the ER. The two cathode port rings have beryllia
bottom scrapers on their tops while two anode port rings have bare metal surfaces. The
height of the metal rings is 9.84 cm from inside bottom of the vessel. When the cadmium
level is below 9.84 cm, surfaces of the metal rings will be exposed into the salt phase.
During a direct transport, the potential of the cadmium pool is lower than that of the anode



baskets. Uranium will deposit on the exposed surface of the ring beneath the anode baskets.
The deposit will gradually accumulate and finally reach the FDBs, which forms an electrical
shorting path between the anode baskets and the ER vessel.

The electrical shorting between anode baskets and hardware inside the Mark-IV
ER vessel has been observed since November 1996 when the cadmium level was at -9.6
cm. The typical voltage and current traces which indicate the shorting taking place during
a direct transport are shown in Figure 7. The evidences of the shorting are the fluctuations
in anodic voltage and cell current signals. Presence of the shorting has made uranium
dissolution from anode baskets difficult, and direct transport operations prolonged.

In order to solve the electrical shorting problem, 55 kg of cadmium metal was added
into the ER in July 1997, which raised cadmium level from 9.22 cm to 10.29 cm and should
submerge the metal rings beneath the anode ports. The ER operational temperature was
increased from 450°C to 500°C in August 1997, which raised the cadmium level from 10.29
cm to 10.57 cm. Since then, no similar electrical shorting has been observed during direct
transport runs. The typical voltage and current traces without the shorting are given in
Figure 8.

2.2. Depo~ Improved by ~~ between AIM&
. .

RR Vessd

The experimental results presented above have indicated that the electrical shorting
between anode baskets and vessel hardware is detrimental to the uranium dissolution
processes during the spent fuel treatments in the Mark-IV ER. However, some beneficial
effects of the shorting on the electrorefining have also been observed. .

Table I summarizes experimental results from production of irradiated cathodes by
direct transports in Mark-IV ER. The third column in the table, “Uranium Recovered by
DT Process~’ is calculated by uranium mass collected on the cathode divided by the total
uranium mass in the feed, nominally 8.1 kg uranium in the fiel and 1.4 kg uranium reduced
by bond sodium and active metal fission products. The sixth column in the table, “-Shorting
A-h~’ is the estimated ampere-hours of the shorting time period during the run. The
“shorting” is defined as when the anode voItage becomes very unstable. Figure 7 shows
how the “Shorting” and “Shorting A-h” are estimated. It is interesting to note that the
uranium recovered by a direct transport process is proportional to the “Shorting
Ampere-hours” occurring during the electrorefining process. The more severe the shorting,
the more uranium was recovered. For instance, cathode No. 49 had the worst shorting,
existing during almost the entire run, and had the best uranium recovery result. It appears
that the electrical shorting between anode baskets and the ER vessel must have benefited
the stability of nucleation or electrocrystallization processes on the cathode.

Besides the electrical shortipg, the experimental results given in Table I may have
been affected by the other ER operational parameters such as cell voltage and mixing
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conditions. Table II lists the experimental results of three direct transport runs under
different shorting, but otherwise similar, operating conditions. Data given in Table II show
clearly that the amount of uranium recovered through the direct transports is improved by
existence of the shorting. Photographs of the three cathodes are given in Figure 9 (a), (b),
and (C).

Table I. Summary of Irradiated Cathodes Produced by Direct Transport
in Mark-IV ER (from June 1996 to November 1997)

+

Cathode U Mass on
No. Cathode, kg

39 5.5

43 6.2

=?=
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Uranium
Recovered By ER -Shorting Current
DT Processa Temperature Total A-h A-h Efficiency

64% 450C 3136 2500 59%
, I I I

65% 450C 3296 2990 64%

74% 450C 3640 3200 68%

90% 450C 4810 4400 60%
I I I I

95% 450C 4628 4500 66%

46% 450C 2850 600 52%

64% 450C 3547 2000 58%

55% 500C 2985 no 58’XO

43% 500C 2969 no “ 52%

34’% 500C 3078 no 37%

a. Calculated by uranium mass collectedon the cathode dividedby umnium in the fee~ nominally 9.5 kg.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1.
.

Ctof P- cm

In electrical plating practice it has been known for a relatively long time that the
application of a periodical changing current, such as pulsating current, leads to
improvements in the quality of the deposits obtained. Pulsating current consists of a
periodic repetition of square or sinusoidal pulses. That is, the system is suddenly submitted
to a current during a time interval and then left to relax for a period. As a matter of fact, “
the existence of the electrical shorting between anode baskets and vessel hardware has
resulted in a pulsating current effect on the cathode during a direct transport in Mark- IV ER.
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Table II. Summary of Three Cathodes Produced by Direct Transports under Different Shorting Conditions

..

Uranium

Cathode Average Anode Cathode U Mass on Recovered By ER -Shorting Current

No. ‘ Vcell rpm rpm Cathode, kg DT Processa Temperature Total A-h A-h Efficiency

49 0.42 5 5 9.1 95% 450C 4628 4500 66’%

52 0.39 5 5 6.1 64% 450C 3547 2000 58%

59 0.42 5 5 3.2 34’XO 500C 3078 No 37%

a.. Calculatedby uraniummass collectedon the cathodedividedby uraniumin the feed,nominally9.5 kg,

,
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As anode baslcets rotate in the ER salt phase, a momentary electrical shorting path
is created between baskets and vessel when the FDBs touch the deposits on the metal ring

beneath them. At the moment when the anode baskets touch the metal deposit, a spike
current shows in the current curve and a sharp decrease occurs in the anodic voltage curve
(a shorting path is “on”). Then the shorting path will be burned off by the high current
passing through it or turned off by the rotating FDBs. After the removal of the shorting
path the voltage and current values will return to normal (the shorting path is “off). As the
next shorting path builds up due to uranium dissolving from the anode baskets, another
sharp decrease in voltage curve occurs, and so on. The fluctuations in the anodic voltage
signals shown in Figure 7 support the described momentary electrical “on” and “off

phenomenon.

Figure 10 illustrates a conceptual model of the current distributions during a direct
transport under the “shorting” conditions in Mark-IV ER. When the shorting path is “o~”
the schematic current distribution is given in Figure 10(a), which is similar to the model
shown in Figure 4. The uranium is being transferred from FDBs and the cadmium pool
onto the cathode. The current distributes along the cathode/solution interface. When the
shorting path is “on,” as is shown in Figure 10(b), the FDBs, cadmium pool, and vessel
become a combined anode. The current distribution pattern under such conditions is
somewhat similar to a deposition process. The majority of the uranium is being transferred
from the cadmium pool onto the cathode. The current distribution is focussed mainly on
the lower surface of the cathode.

As the shorting path “on” and “o&’ cycle continues, the current distribution pattern
along the cathode/salt intetiace keeps changing alternately between Figures 10(a) and
10(b). It is this alternate “on” and “o& of the shorting path that generate a “pulsating
current” effect on the cathode surface.

It is known that metal deposit formations by current or voltage pulses result in
different nucleation and crystal growth conditions compared to a direct current deposition
(10,1 1). A major effect of pulsating current electrochemical deposition is improvement in
mass transfer process at the cathode/solution interface. When the anode FDBs periodically
touch the ER vessel, a periodic relaxation of the diffusion field takes place at the cathode/
salt interface. Since the ER is operated by controlled current mode, the relaxation of the
diffusion field prevents the development of high concentration polarization at the cathode
surface. This improves the crystal growth process at the cathode and leads formation of
compact deposits.

3.2.
. .

Ctof P(-)t~

It has been reported that a stable cathode growth during an electrocrystallization
process requires a high concentration of solute ions and a high effective electrical potential
gradient at crystal-solution interface (12). The existence of electrical shorting between the
anode baskets and ER vessel can alter cell voltage distribution, especially the voltage
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gradient along the dendrite/molten salt interface, which favors a stable crystal growth on
the cathode surface.

The electrical potential field calculations for a direct transport at snapshots of the
shorting pa@ “on” and “ofl’ conditions have been performed by using FIDAP simulation
code. The simulation details are reported in a separate paper (7). Figures 11 and 12 show
the calculated potential contours when the shorting path is “on” or “o&” It is assumed that
the applied cell voltage is 0.4 V (from the minimum of -0.2 V to the maximum of 0.2 V).
It can be noted in Figure 11 that when no shorting is taking place between the FDBs and
ER vessel, the applied electrical potential field spreads from the anode (FDBs) to the vessel
(cadmium pool) and from the vessel to the cathode. The calculated potential of the cadmium
pool is -0.11 V. When the shorting is taking place, FDBs, cadmium pool, and ER vessel
are at the same potential, 0.2 V, and the applied electrical potential field distributes mainly
within the quadrant in which the cathode mandrel is located (Figure 12). Appaently the
potential gradient at crystal/solution interface is higher when anode baskets and ER vessel
are shorted.

In order to quantitatively determine the difference in electrical potential and the
potential gradient at the cathode surface when anode baskets and ER vessel are shorted or
not shorted, modeling efforts were also made to calculate the electrical potential and
potential ~adient distributions at the cathode surface when a direct transport just
commences. Figure 13 provides a comparison of the electrical potential distributions on a
horizontal line through anode and cathode 30 cm above the bottom of the vessel when the
anode baskets and the ER vessel are electrically shorted or not shorted. The calculated
electrical potential gradients for the same horizontal line are also given in the figure. Figure
13 shows clearly that the electrical potential gradient at the cathode/solution intefiace is
-30% higher when anode baskets and ER vessel are electrically shorted. These simulated
results are in good agreement with the experimental data presented in Tables I and II. The
correlations between the calculate electrical potential gradients and experimental results
also fit the morphology model proposed by Huggins and Elwell (12).

Furthermore, the “pulsating current” effect described in a previous section can
change the current density and current density distributions alternately along the
crystal-solution interface at the cathode. Since the electrorefining processes are operated
by controlled current mode, the actual effect is the periodically changes in potential and
potential gradient at cathode surface, which may also favor a stable crystal growth.

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. The cadmium pool acts as an intermediate electrode during direct transport process in
the Mark-IV electrorefiner.

2. The cadmium level has gradually decreased due to its high vapor pressure and
vaporization rate at the ER operational temperature.
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3. The low cadmium level has caused the anode baskets momentarily touch the ER vessel
hardware as the baskets are rotating, which generates a periodical electrical shorting path
between the anode baskets and ER vessel during direct transport operations.

4. The existence of the periodical electrical shorting path makes the process of uranium
dissolution from the anode baskets less effective, but appears to improve the morphology
of cathode deposits.

5. The periodical electrical shorting between the anode baskets and the ER vessel has
introduced a pulsating current effect to the system during the direct transports, and thereby
improving the nucleation and electrocrystallization processes at the cathode.

6. The results of electrical potential field calculations using FIDAP code indicate that the
presence of electrical shorting can increase the potential gradient at the salt/cathode
interface by -300A, which favors a stable crystal growth at the cathode.
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Figure 5. Measured and Simulated Cadmium Levels in Mark-IV Electrorefiner
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Figure 7. Typical Voltage and Current Traces during a Direct Transport
when Anode Baskets are Electrically Shorted with the ER Vessel
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(A)
Figure 9. Cathode No. 49,9.1 kg Uranium
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(B)

Figure 9. Cathode No. 52.6. I kg Uranium



(c)
Figure 9. (contd.) Cathode No. 59,3.1 kg Uranium
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Figure 10. a. Current Distribution during a Direct Transport when “Shorting” is “OF
b. Current Distribution during a Direct Transport when “Shorting” is “on”
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Figure 11. Electrical Potential Contours for a Direct Trans-
port when Anode Basket are not Shorted with Vessel

(Constant Cell Voltage, 0.4 V)
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Figure 12. Electrical Potential Contours for a Direct Transuort when
Anode Basket are Shorted with VesselConstant Cell Volta~e 0.4 V

(Constant Cell Voltage, 0.4 V)
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